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Abstract 

Social network is a significant aspect of our lives since it has become an 

essential part of global communication. Twitter is a microblogging network 

platform, with an average of more than half a billion tweets posted per day 

by millions of users. With such diversity and widespread use, Twitter is easily 

affected with malicious accounts by using fake profiles by hackers to carry 

out malicious activities, this network is suffering from identity theft via fake 

accounts. In this work, we focused on feature selection methods to improve 

the performance to detect these fake accounts, we propose decision tree (DT) 

- recursive feature elimination (DT-RFE) algorithm as a feature selection 

method to choose the best features in the personal profiles with data 

standardization to speed up processing, finally, the efficiency of 

computational detection was evaluated using a collection of supervised 

machine learning algorithms. The study showed a high degree of accuracy in 

classifying the accounts on all proposed algorithms using the feature selection 

method, with the highest degree of accuracy of 94% by using the random 

forest algorithm, and even showed the importance of feature selection 

methods in enhancing detection accuracy by reducing non-significant 

features that negatively affect the classification process.  
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, social networks are very much used, and people spend a lot of time on them [1], celebrities 

and big companies use networks to connect with their followers and send photos, messages, or even 

videos, news agencies also use these networks to broadcast news.  

Along with the growing popularity and proliferation of online social networks, dangers and 

security threats have escalated, potentially jeopardizing user privacy and confidence by some illegal 

people who are trying to spread malicious activities with fake accounts [2]. 

 Fake accounts can take many forms, and they are created in different ways, either by controlling 

some real accounts and exploiting them, or by cloning the personal files of real people and creating 

fake accounts in the same network or in another network, or by using fake information to create these 

types of accounts and use them for malicious purposes [3]. It is considered one of the disadvantages 

of social networking sites that cannot be controlled, but it is being addressed in various ways to reduce 

it. 

Social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram are among the most vulnerable 

to fake accounts [4]. Due to the high number of users as well as the simplicity of creating these 

accounts, it is a good environment that can be used for illegal purposes such as blackmail, defamation, 

or other malicious purposes. 

Tweets from fake accounts that advertise spam websites or services are a waste of time and energy 

for everyone involved. Furthermore, harmful substances have become more widely available because 

of the ease with which fraudulent information may be sent to users under false identities. This false 

and fraudulent user detection has become a hot topic in social network studies recently [5]. 

Feature selection is the process of identifying a subset of the most relevant and significant features 

from a larger set of features to be used in a machine learning model [6]. The benefit of feature selection 

is to improve the performance of the model by reducing its complexity, reducing overfitting, and 

improving its interpretability. 

The aim of this paper is to clarify the importance of using feature selection methods and the need 

to rely on them as a method for pre-processing data before using machine learning algorithms by 

demonstrating their role in improving detection accuracy and reducing execution time by reducing of 

unnecessary information in files. Because the primary goal for each algorithm is to achieve the highest 

performance. 

In this work, we focused on the social networking platform Twitter, which has millions of active 

users and suffers from the spread of fake accounts. We propose the DT-RFE algorithm [7] as a feature 

selection method and standardization of the data as a preprocessing stage. And then we used a group 

of well-known machine learning algorithms to extract the accuracy and compared the result extracted 

using the proposed method with the result of the algorithms with all existing features. 
 

2. Related Works 

The detection and categorization of fake accounts using AI-assisted methods has gained significant 

attention from researchers all around the world. This section intends to review some of these 

previously conducted research that were used to identify fake accounts on online social networks and 

to give a summary of each study's methodology. 

Using (supervised machine learning techniques), Suheel et al. [8] demonstrated a method for 

predicting fake Facebook profiles. Initially, the proposed model applied extensive noise removal and 

data normalization approaches, followed by the development of "Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)" and 

"Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)" to detect insignificant features in datasets and execute attribute 

reduction correspondingly. The proposed model was trained using an ensemble classifier .The 

evaluation of the theoretical model using ensemble classifiers revealed good performance using the 

“Weka tool” for detecting fake Facebook profiles. 

Mohammadreza et al. [9] presented technique for identifying fake accounts in social networks. 

This method used the network graph to calculate the adjacency matrix. Furthermore, the adjacency 

matrix was used to determine the similarities. New characteristics were extracted by utilizing the 

elbow approach and principal component analysis. Using one-class algorithms, they trained a model 
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that accurately identified fake accounts. The accuracy and false negative rates for the Twitter dataset 

were 99.6% and 0%, respectively, according to experimental findings. 

Adebola [10] established a mechanism in this study to successfully identify fake profiles in Online 

Social Networks (OSN). The author used natural language processing to delete or reduce the quantity 

of the dataset, hence enhancing the model's overall performance. Using principal component analysis, 

an appropriate selection of features was achieved. Six variables or features affecting the classifier were 

identified following extraction. As classifiers, we employed Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naive 

Bayes, and Improved Support Vector Machine (ISVM). ISVM introduces a penalty parameter for the 

normal SVM objective function to relax inequality restrictions between slack variables. This produced 

a superior result of 90% when compared to the SVM and Naive Bayes, which produced results of 

77.4% and 77.3%, respectively. 

Muhammad et al. [11] suggested a technique that helps in identifying the text in Amazon-based 

reviews as spam and non-spam by introducing a rule-based feature weighting method and utilizing a 

hybrid set of features (Opinion Spam, Opinion Spammer, and Item Spam), prioritize the spamicity 

features using revised feature weighting scheme. The experimental findings, which are presented in 

the forms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure, demonstrate that the proposed system 

outperformed the comparing techniques. 

Aliaksandr and Petr [12] developed a brand-new, cost-conscious method for removing spam from 

social networks. Two steps make up their suggested strategy. The cost of misclassification for the 

suggested model as well as the number of characteristics needed for spam filtering are both reduced 

in the first stage using multi-objective evolutionary feature selection. After that, the method applies 

cost-sensitive ensemble learning techniques acting as the base learners with regularized deep neural 

networks. 

On two benchmark datasets, they showed that this approach is effective for social network spam 

filtering. They also showed that the proposed approach outperforms other popular social network spam 

filtering algorithms such as random forest, Nave Bayes, and support vector machine. 

Tushaar et al.[13] clarified how to extract email content and behavior-based features, as well as 

which features are appropriate for detecting unsolicited bulk emails (UBEs) and how to choose the 

most discriminating feature set. Additionally, in order to effectively address the threat posed by UBEs, 

they supported a thorough comparative analysis using a number of effective machine learning 

methods. 

Amna and Abdulhussein [14] proposed a machine learning strategy for detecting fake  Twitter 

accounts based on a collection of publicly accessible Twitter features. These feature sets were 

developed based on information contained in the user profiles. To extract the features in the detection 

process, they tested two distinct feature selection strategies, and the stack ensemble method, which is 

based on four machine learning algorithms, had the most influence on improving the detection model. 

Initial study results for the authors indicate that by combining logistic regression as a meta classifier 

with random forest, SVM, and naive Bayes as base level classifiers, a stack ensemble technique can 

achieve success. 

3. Experimental Procedure 

In this study, we aid in the detection of fake Twitter accounts with the highest degree of accuracy by 

following a strategy to reduce the number of features in the user's profile by choosing the best groups 

that effect on whether the account is real or fake by using a feature selection method as well as reducing 

the processing time using data standardization and finally classification of accounts by using a set of 

well-performing algorithms. 

The working plan that has been performed to detect the required features’ set and classify them 

are described in steps, steps below present the working plan in details. 
A. Dataset 

The dataset obtained was manually compiled by Buket E. [15], which includes, respectively, 501 and 

499 fake and actual accounts with 13 features. It is worth noting that these features are collecting via 

the Twitter API. In addition to the creation of three features by the researcher, namely Hashtags-

average, URL average and Mentions-average, this brings the number of features to 16.  
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Some features of this data are textual, with true or false values, And due to the use of some 

algorithms that do not deal with textual data, so the first step after obtaining the data is to convert the 

values of those text fields to numeric, where the fields containing false were converted to 0 and true 

to 1 to deal with them in the subsequent steps, the description of these features is shown in table (1). 
 

Table 1: The description of all features 

Feature name Description 

Twitter_user Indicates the presence or absence of a username in a profile 

Followers_count The total number of followers that each account has 

Friends_count Describe how many people each account is following. 

Favourites_count Describe how many times each user account's tweets have 

been liked over the course of the account's existence. 

Profile_has_background_image When true, it means that the user's submitted background 

image was used by the account. 

Hashtags_average Explain how many hashtags each user account has used in 

the last 20 tweets. 

Mentions_average In the last 20 tweets, the number of mentions the user has 

used. 

URL_average The number of URL links used in the last 20 tweets by the 

user 

Description Is the user-defined account description string? 

Statuses -count The overall sum of tweets sent by each person in his or her 

account. 

Listed_count Described how many public groups and lists each user 

account belongs to 

Verified When true, it means the user's account has been checked. 

Contributors When the "contributor mode" is allowed, tweets sent by one 

account may be coauthored by another account. 

Default_profiles When true, it means the user hasn't changed his user profile's 

theme or context. 

Default_profile_image If this is so, it means that the account's owner hasn't posted 

a profile image, so the default one is used instead. 

Translator If this is accurate, it indicates that the user is a member of 

Twitter's translator network. 

 

B. Feature Selection 

To extract the significant features, features ranking with recursive feature elimination was employed 

to select the best features. A feature selection technique called recursive feature elimination (RFE) 

removes the weakest feature (or features) from a model until the required number of features is reached 

[16]. 

The information is obtained from the derived significance of the machine learning model, and it 

removes the feature only once every step. By eliminating features one at a time until the ideal amount 

of features is left, it minimizes model complexity in this manner. 

In our proposed method we used REF with cross validation and decision tree DT to eliminate 

irrelevant features based on validation scores. DT is one of the most commonly used supervised 

learning algorithms, General DT virtualization is made up of multiple nodes specifically, root and leaf 

nodes that represent many classes [17].  

The feature selection process includes training and testing the decision tree algorithm on all the 

data features and extracting the accuracy to evaluate its performance, (k-fold cross validation with 5 

folds is used to splitting data to training and testing sets, where 4 folds are used as training data and 

the fifth one is used as testing data) then determine feature importance to rank features appropriately, 

remove the least important feature, then retrain the model on the remaining features while using the 

prior evaluation measure (accuracy) to determine the effectiveness of the final model, And to 

determine whether the assessment measure falls below a predetermined level, which indicates that this 
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feature is crucial. Otherwise, it will be removed (in our proposed method the threshold is auto to 

choose feature importance from feature importance of the decision tree algorithm). These steps are 

repeated until all features are removed. The flowchart below summarizes the work of the algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure1: The flowchart of DT-RFE algorithm 
 

 

C. Data standardization 

In order to accelerate the classification process by making the feature values in one level, data scaling 

is also performed at this stage. Standardization is one of the preprocessing procedures that scales each 

data input variable by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, so reshaping the 

distribution to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. This is the same as removing the 

mean or centering the data [18]. A value is standardized as follows: 

               𝐲 =   ((𝐱 − 𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐧))/(𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐝𝐚𝐫𝐝_𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 )                                            (1) 

 

Where the mean is calculated as: 

                𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐧 =   𝐬𝐮𝐦(𝐱)/𝐜𝐨𝐮𝐧𝐭(𝐱)                                                                      (2) 

And the standard-deviation is calculated as: 

                           𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐝𝐚𝐫𝐝 𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐢𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 = 𝐬𝐪𝐫𝐭 (𝐬𝐮𝐦 (𝐱 − 𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐧)𝟐)/𝐜𝐨𝐮𝐧𝐭(𝐱))               (3) 

  

D. Classification 

The process of classifying accounts into true and false was done by depending on supervised machine 

learning algorithms, five of the most widely used algorithms in the field of account detection, 

according to previous works that has been relied upon, namely: random forest, k-nearest neighbor, 

Naïve Bayes, support vector machine, and logistic regression. 

•  Random Forest 

The Random Forest (RF) classifier is made up of a group of tree-shaped classifiers. It is a more 

complicated version of bagging [19] that uses randomization. RF divides each node by the best split 

among all variables, not by the best split among a random sample of predictors at that node. To make 

a new training data set, a replacement from the original data set is used. Then, a tree is grown by 

picking features at random. RF is also very fast, doesn't get too good at fitting, and can build as many 

trees as the user wants [20]. 
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•  K-nearest neighbor 

The k-nearest neighbor method (KNN) is a strategy for categorizing objects in pattern recognition or 

classification that is based on the closest training samples in the problem space. KNN is an instance-

based or lazy learning method in which the function is only estimated locally and full computation is 

postponed until classification [21]. The k-nearest neighbor method is one of the most basic machine 

learning algorithms: an item is categorized by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object allocated 

to the class most prevalent among its k closest neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). If k 

is equal to one, the object is simply assigned to the class of its closest neighbor [22]. 

•  Support vector machine  

Support vector machine (SVM) is a popular machine learning method that has been used to solve 

pattern recognition problems. SVM is a kind of supervised machine learning. SVM training approach 

builds a model that predicts the category of a new sample given a series of training examples, each 

labeled as belonging to one of the numerous categories. SVM is better at generalizing problems, which 

is the purpose of statistical learning [23]. The primary idea underlying SVM is to build an ideal hyper 

plane that can be utilized for classification of linearly separable patterns. The ideal hyper plane is a 

hyper plane chosen from the set of hyper planes for pattern classification that maximizes the hyper 

plane's margin, or the distance from the hyper plane to the nearest point of each pattern. SVM's major 

goal is to maximize the margin so that it can properly categorize the provided patterns, i.e. the higher 

the margin size, the more accurately it classifies the patterns [24]. 

•  Naïve Bayes 

Naïve Bayes is a popular machine learning tool for classification, due to its simplicity, high 

computational efficiency. It is s a simple technique for constructing classifiers: models that assign 

class labels to problem instances, represented as vectors of feature values, where the class labels are 

drawn from some finite set. It is not a single algorithm for training such classifiers, but a family of 

algorithms based on a common principle: all naive Bayes classifiers assume that the value of a 

particular feature is independent of the value of any other feature, given the class variable [25]. 

•  Logistic regression 

The logistic regression technique examines the relationship between one or more predictor factors and 

a response variable. Although regression provides superior results for numerical data values, it also 

allows for the prediction of discrete variables using a combination of continuous and discrete 

predictors. The functionality of discriminant function analysis and multiple regressions is the same, 

but there are no distributional assumptions on the resulting predictors. The predictors are linearly 

connected rather than normally distributed, and the variance is same in all groups [26]. 

   The detection process included two experiments, first the algorithms were applied to all existing 

features without any processing and extract the accuracy, and the second experiment, unnecessary 

features were eliminated using the proposed feature selection method and scaling them, and then the 

algorithms were applied to the new data set. 

    Using stratified sampling [27] to ensure an equal division and maintaining the same proportion 

of classes in the train and test sets that are found in the entire original dataset, the data for both 

experiences were divided into training and test groups by selecting 75% of them as training data and 

25% of them as testing data. Default parameters for all the algorithms were used. 

 

E. Evaluation 

A confusion matrix will be used as the main source of evaluation to assess the false detection models 

in the suggested system [28]. The accuracy and f1 score of the extracted results without preprocessing 

are discussed, and these results are compared with those obtained by using the feature selection 

method. Confusion matrix is appropriate to use when each class contains an equal number of 

observations, classification accuracy is defined as the number of accurate predictions as a percentage 

of all predictions made. The F-measure represents the harmonic mean of recall and precision. The 

ratio of positive predicted objects to positive actual objects is called precision. The ratio of positive 

outcomes to those that the system predicts would be favorable is known as recall. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
In the present work, two scenarios have been studied. In the first scenario, all the features in the dataset have 

been employed in the training of the following machine learning algorithms random forest, KNN, SVM, Naïve 

Bayes and logistic regression. The results of this experiment that are representing with measurement of accuracy 

and f-score and execution time is shown in the table (2). The random forest proved its strong performance with 

binary-class classification compared with others algorithms. In terms of training time, it consumed a longer time, 

and the reason was due to the complex structure of the algorithm that made its training time is longer whereas 

Naïve Bayes consumed time less than the others algorithms. 

 

Table 2: Applying all features 

 

Algorithms TP TN FP FN Accuracy F_score Time 

(seconds) 

Random forest 121 113 12 4 93.6% 93.8% 1.678 

Knn 103 94 31 22 78.8% 79.5% 1.048 

Svm 119 16 109 6 54% 67.4% 1.064 

Naïve bayes 118 44 81 7 64.8% 72.8% 1.023 

Logistic regression 108 90 35 17 79.2% 80.6% 1.040 

 

 

While the second scenario consists of two stages, the first is application of (DT-RFE) algorithm with 

data standardization, and as a result, the number of features is reduced to 11, which are statuses_count 

,friends_count, hashtags_average , mentions_average , urls_average , description , followers_count 

,favourites_count listed_count , default_profile_image , translator . Then the algorithms were applied 

to these extracted features and the result is shown in a table (3). 
 

Table 3: The results after applying feature selection 

 

Algorithms TP TN FP FN 
Accurac

y 
F_score 

Time 

(seconds) 

Random forest 120 115 10 5 94% 94.8% 1.182 

Knn 104 117 8 21 88.4% 87.8% 1.028 

Svm 96 124 1 29 88% 86.4% 1.029 

Naïve bayes 97 124 1 28 88.4% 86.9% 1.015 

Logistic 

regression 

101 118 7 24 87.6% 86.7% 1.030 

 

As shown in Table(3), we see that the DT-RFE feature selection algorithm proved its efficiency and 

effectiveness in classification when it was used with machine learning algorithms, where from the 

results we notice a clear and very noticeable improvement in the criteria values when compared with 

the previous scenario. This is due to the selected useful features that help classification algorithms to 

effectively distinguish between fake users and legitimate users after using the feature selection method 

and deleting features that are repetitive or do not affect the type of account and thus negatively affect 

the classification result as in the first scenario. 

 In addition to the improvement of the criteria values, there is an improvement in the training 

time, especially for the random forest algorithm so that when we compare with the first scenario, we 

find that it consumed less training time as shown in the figure (2), and the reason is due to the low 

number of features, which led to fewer operations Arithmetic and fewer parameters, while the rest of 

the algorithms there is no significant difference in execution time, but the difference is very clear in 

terms of accuracy. The reason for the difference in training time is due to the complexity of the 
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calculations of the random forest algorithm compared to the rest of the algorithms. 

 In order to clearly observe the comparison results of detailed information, the figure (3) shows 

the accuracy and F-score obtained by the model to better explain the difference between each criterion. 

We can observe Random forest after applying feature selection .It has achieved accuracy, F_score   of 

94%, 94.8% respectively and consumed training time only 1.182s. Additionally, we are able to note 

the rest of the algorithms that were used and employed in this work improved their results after 

reducing the features, as Knn , Svm, Naïve bayes and Logistic regression have achieved accuracy  of 

88.4%, 88%, 88.4% , 87.6% and they have attained F_score of 87.8%,86.4%,86.9% and 86.7%  

respectively. As for the training time, it was as follows Knn, Svm, Naïve bayes and Logistic regression 

have taken time to train 1.028s, 1.029s, 1.015s and 1.030s. Using the features selection method has 

aided to focus only important features, which have contributed to a better results of model proposed. 

 
Figure 2: Execution time between algorithms after and before preprocessing 

 

 
                                                                            (a)                                                                                          (b) 

 
                                       (c)                                                                                         (d) 
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(e) 

Figure 3: Visualization of the accuracy and f1-score for ((a) Random forest, (b) KNN, (c) SVM, (d) Naïve 

Bayes, (e) Logistic regression) between the first and second experiment 

 

5. Conclusions 

Fake accounts are one of the most important problems facing social media platforms because they 

may change concepts and harm the users of these platforms. 

This study demonstrated the importance of feature selection methods as an initial stage for 

detecting fake accounts by proposing (DT-RFE) algorithm as a pre-processing of data to reduce the 

number of features in profiles, get rid of redundant and unimportant features, and use a set of machine 

learning algorithms for classification. 

The proposed method showed high accuracy results for all algorithms used with using features 

after reduction compared to using these algorithms with all the features with the highest accuracy rate 

of the random forest algorithm 94%, while the knn algorithm gave an accuracy rate 88.4%, the Svm 

algorithm gave an accuracy rate 88%, the Naïve bayes algorithm gave an accuracy rate 88.4%, the 

Logistic regression gave an accuracy rate 87.6%. As all algorithms gave a clear difference in the results 

compared to the use of each database. 
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